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Introduction 

'Environment'  used  to  be  thought of 
as  a minority interest for well-mean­
ing nature-lovers - but nothing could 
be  further  from  today's  reality.  In 
fact, the environment concerns all  of 
us,  because  it relates to  every aspect 
of the world we share and depend on 
for  our  survival.  It  influences  every­
thing  we  do:  how  we  live,  work  and 
play,  our  health,  our  safety  and  the 
quality of our lives. 
As  European citizens, we all share  an 
interest  in  protecting  and  improving 
the  environment around  us,  because 
it will  make our lives  better.  So  many 
of the issues that playa major part in 
our  day-to-day  lives  stem  from  envi­
ronmental  factors  - whether  it  be 
dealing  with  asthma  among  chil­
dren,  protecting  homes  from  flood­
ing,  avoiding  traffic  congestion,  or 
finding a clean  beach  for holidays. 
Over  recent decades,  it became  clear 
that our global environment is  under 
serious  threat  as  a result  of  human 
activities  - leading  to  the  pollution 
of air and  water,  the  over-use  of nat­
ural  resources  such  as  timber  and 
fish  stocks, the destruction of animal 
and  bird  species  and  their  habitats, 
and  the  growing  menace  of climate 
change,  among  other  problems.  But 
people  have  the  knowledge  and 
technological  skills to  do  something 
about these  trends,  given  the  politi­
cal  will  and  vision.  The  way  we  in 
Europe  respond  to  these  challenges 
influences  our  own  happiness  and 
well-being,  as  well  as  dictating what 
sort of world  our children  live  in. 
So  what can  the  European  Union,  in 
particular,  do  to  protect and  nurture 
the environment? Well, the answer is, 
a lot.  Over the  last 30 years,  the  EU 
has  become more and  more effective 
in  this  area:  agreeing  policies,  pass­
ing  laws  and  introducing  measures 
to implement them, providing help to 
clean  up  pollution,  carrying  out 
groundbreaking  research  into  envi­
ronmental  innovations,  and  making 
people  more  aware of the  issues.  On 
a worldwide  level,  the  Union  contin­
ues to  playa decisive  role,  for  exam­
ple  taking  the  lead  in  pressing  for 
countries  to  implement  effective 
measures to combat climate change. 
The  EU  can  get  results  because  the 
joint  negotiating  strength  of  15 
Member  States  carries  more  weight 
than  if they negotiated separately. 
We  are  entering  a new  era,  in  which 
countries  will  have  to  work  together 
in  order  to  safeguard  our  environ­
ment, for the air we  breathe  and  the 
waters  we  drink are  not restricted  by 
national frontiers. The  Union  has the 
resources  and  capacity to  become  a 
major  player  in  promoting  a  better 
world  in  the  new  century,  and  to 
break the old  link between  economic 
growth  and  environmental  damage. 
European  Commission  President 
Romano  Prodi  has  pointed  out that 
Europe  is at a turning point in  its his­
tory,  as  globalisation  offers  not only 
new challenges  but also  new  oppor­
tunities.  As  European  citizens,  we 
know  the  sort  of world  we  want  to 
live  in,  and  the  EU  is  playing  a 
dynamic  role  in  pursing  that vision 
with energy and  determination. 
Recycling  of waste 
products in  Europe  is 
mlng. Choices for a greener f.utu re .• 
In  1992,  when  they  adopted  the 
Treaty  on  European  Union  in 
Maastricht,  EU  leaders  recognised 
that the  environment  is  not  an  iso­
lated  issue - decisions taken  in other 
areas,  ranging  from  transport  and 
agriculture to enlargement and  inter­
national  trade  and  development, 
affect  it for  better  or  worse.  They 
declared  that all  Union  policies  and 
activities must in future take account 
of the  environment,  and  this  'inte­
grated'  approach  remains  the  guid ­
ing  principle for the years  ahea d. 
Evidence  of  significant  progress 
already  exists.  Europe-wide  initia­
tives  have,  for  example,  produced 
clea ner  air,  removed  ha rmfu I  lead 
from  petrol, and  reduced  pollution in 
drinking  and  bathing  waters.  But 
there  is  still  a very  long  way  to  go, 
and  with  the  forthcoming  enlarge­
ment of the  EU,  a range of new chal­
lenges will emerge. 
In  2001,  the  EU  launched  its  sixth 
environment action  programme,  set­
ting  out  priorities  for  action,  practi­
cal  objectives  and  means  to  achieve 
them  until 2010. 
Above all,  in  every sphere, the Union 
IS committed to the  principle of  'sus­
tainable  development'  finding  that 
elusive  balance  between  protecting 
the  environment,  ensuring  economic 
progress  and  social  development  Its 
overall  aim  is  to  improve  the  quality 
of life  and  at the  same  time to  pro­
tect  the  environment  so  that future 
generations, in  all  parts of the world, 
can  develop and  prosper. 
The  EU  recognises  that, since  we  all 
share  the  environment,  we  have  a 
right to  be  informed  and  consulted. 
Protecting  this  common  natural  her­
itage  calls  for  partnership  - at 
European,  national  and  local  level  ­
between  public authorities, business, 
lobby groups  and  non-governmental 
organisations  (NGOs),  as  well  as 
among  EU  citizens  th emselves, 
whether  as  workers,  managers, 
policy-makers,  consumers,  parents 
or  students.  We  can  all  help  to 
achieve  a society  that  is  both  envi­
ronmentally  aware  and  increasingly 
prosperous. 
European results 
Over the last 30 years,  EU  environmental controls have  helped to achieve  measurable  improvements  in a number 
of areas. 
• 	 Industrial emissions of toxic substances such  as  lead  and  mercury  have declined significantly. 
• 	 The  use  of many dangerous  pesticides  and  chemicals  has  been  banned  or  restricted,  including  those  which 
damage the  earth's protective ozone  layer. 
• 	 Acidification  of  lakes  and  forests  due  to  harmful  emissions  of  sulphur  dioxide  (S02)  has  decreased 
dramatically. 
• 	 Recycling  of waste  products,  both  industrial  and  domestic,  is  up and  set to  rise  further. 
• 	 Better wastewater and  sewage treatment has cleaned  up  rivers  and  lakes, allowing  fish  to  return  to their old 
spawning  grounds  in  rivers  like the  Rhine  and  the Thames. 
4 Our environ ment today 

When  major  environmental  disasters 
take  place  in  Europe,  such  as  the 
wreck  of the  oil  tanker  Erika  off the 
shores  of Brittany  in  1999,  polluting 
400  kilometres  of beach  and  killing 
more  than  60  000  seabirds,  or  Just 
months  later the  leak  of 120 tonnes 
of  cyanide  into  river  waters  in 
Romania,  they  remind  everyone  how 
vulnerable  the  natural  environment 
is.  The  EU  is  making  a greater effort 
to  monitor  what  is  happening,  and 
use  that  information  to  guide  its 
policies. 
The  European  Commission  collects 
data  through  its  statistical  office 
Eurostat,  and  from  the  European 
Environment  Agency.  They  reveal  a 
picture of isolated  improvements, but 
growing  pressure  In  many  areas 
where  more  action  is  needed.  For 
example: 
Climate change  is demonstrated  by a 
preponderance  of  evidence,  backed 
by  the  weight  of scientific  opinion. 
The  last decade  of the  20th  centu ry 
was the warmest on  record  in Europe, 
and  global  temperatures  are  predict­
ed  to rise  by  1-6°C by 2100.  Parts of 
northern  Europe  now  face  unprece­
dented  rainfall  and  flooding  each 
winter,  while  the  south  is  getting 
dryer. 
Nature  and  biodiversity  are  threat­
ened,  with  wildlife  still  on  the 
decline.  In  Europe,  half  our  native 
mammals  and  one  third  of  reptile, 
bird  and fish  species are endangered. 
Farming,  industry  and  tourism  are 
destroying  wilderness  and  natural 
habitats.  Many  wetlands  and  river 
ecosystems  have  been  lost,  as  have 
75  %  of dunes  in  France,  Italy  and 
Spain.  Europe's  heath land  steppes 
and  bogs have shrunk  by up to 90 % 
over the  last century. 
Despite  falls  in  some  harmful  emis­
sions,  air  quality continues  to  cause 
concern. 
Summer smog - originating in  poten­
tially  harmful  ground-level  ozone  ­
exceeded  safe  limits  somewhere  in 
Europe on  two  out of three  days dur­
ing  summer  2001.  Ground-level 
ozone  damages  human  health,  as 
well  as  ecosystems  and  agriculture. 
Rising  average  concentrations  of 
ozone  since  1994  are  increasing  the 
public's  long-term  exposure  to  this 
hazard. Air pollution  has  been  linked 
to the  dramatic increase  in  lung  con­
ditions such  as  asthma. 
Transport  emissions  inflict  growing 
environmental  damage.  Car  and 
aeroplane  use  is  increasing, especial­
ly for tourist travel, cancelling out the 
benefits  of  reductions  in  emissions 
from  individual  vehicles.  While  rail 
and water transport create  less pollu­
tion,  their  share  of  the  market  is 
falling. 
The  amount  of waste  we  create  in 
Europe  is  likely to  go  on  increasing. 
Waste  disposal  by  landfilling  and 
incineration  - the  most  common 
methods  - is  associated  with  water 
pollution  and  soil  contamination, 
health  problems  due  to  emissions  of 
dust and  gases,  and  climate  change. 
The  wreck of the  Erika 
demonstrated how 
vulnerable our 
environment is. Parts of southern  Europe 
are getting dryer. 
Choices for  a greene' fl)ture  .•  • 
Natural  resources,  such  as  fresh 
water,  soil  and  minerals,  cannot  be 
replaced  once they are  used  up.  Land 
is  also  a fixed  resource  - we  cannot 
create  more of it During  the last two 
decades  of the  20th  century,  urban 
development ate  up  12-18 % of ter­
ritory  in  some  Member  States,  with 
even  more  intensive  building  along 
coastlines.  We  are  also  consuming 
fish  stocks too fast In  the  Celtic  Sea, 
12  out of 16  species  of fish  are  clas­
sified  as fully exploited, overfished  or 
in  danger of depletion. 
The  terror  events  of  11  Septem ber 
2001  illustrated the  need  for a com
The  use  of pesticides  in  agriculture, 
man  EU  civil  protection strategy, with
which  began to fall in the mid-1990s,  networks to counter the threat of bio­
has  started  creeping  up  again. There 
terrorism  as  well  as  chemical  aCCI­
are  well  over  30 000  man-made 
dents or natural  disasters.
chemicals  in  use  in  Europe,  and  too 
little  is  known  about their  long-term 
hea Ith  impact 
A stunning planet 
The  view  of  Earth  is  quite  spectacular  and  always  changing.  Since  my  first 
flight in  1990,  I've  seen  changes  in  what  comes  out of some  rivers,  in  land 
usage,  and  in  areas  of Earth  that are  being  burned  for clearing  the  land,  los­
ing  lots and  lots of trees. Yes,  it causes concern.  We  have to  be careful  how we 
treat this good  Earth  that we're  living on.' 
Astronaut Frank Culbertson, on  the view from  outer space (2001). 
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Action  by the  European Union 

The  European  Union  has  been  set­
ting  environmental  standards  for 
more  than  30  years.  In  1972,  the 
European  summit  in  Paris  called  for 
the  first  environment  action  pro­
gramme  to  be  drawn  up,  and  early 
directives  focused  on  hazardous 
chemicals, water quality and  air pol­
lution.  EU  environmental  legislation 
respects  the  important  principle  of 
'su bsid ia rity' : that wherever  possi ble, 
national and  local authorities should 
decide  on  their priorities - including 
environmental  ones  - and manage 
thei r responses. 
are  living  up  to  the  commitments 
But individual countries acting alone  they have  made. 
cannot  always  safeguard  the  envi­
ronment  Migratory  birds  and  ani­ Indeed,  good  intentions  are  not 
mals  do  not stop  at  borders.  Rivers  enough.  Ensuring  that  laws  are 

flow from one State to another, while  implemented  by  the  Member  States 

unique  landscapes,  such  as  moun­ is a priority of the sixth  envi ron ment 

tain  ranges,  ancient  forests,  deserts  action  programme,  and  the . 

and  rugged  coastlines span  national  European Commission can take legal 

frontiers.  Waste  discharged into  the  action  against  countries  that fail  to 

sea  in  one country washes  up on  the  comply. 

shoreline of another,  while  pollution 

or radiation from  one  nation's power  According  to  Article  174  of the  EU 

plant can  cause infant deformities or  Treaty,  Union  policy  on  the  environ­

poison  livestock  thousands  of  kilo­ ment  has  to  be  based  on  the  'pre­

metres away.  cautionary  principle'.  This  means 

that in  cases  where  scientific  uncer­
Above  all,  the  worldwide  impact  of  tainty exists but a preliminary scien­
climate change and  abnormalities in  tific  evaluation  'gives  reasonable 
weather systems like  E/ Nino demon­ grounds  for  concern  about potential 
strate that this  is  a global challenge  adverse  effects  on  the  environment 
that requires  a global  response.  No  or  health,  even  if  the  risk  is  not 
single  country,  however  big,  can  proved,  action  to  avert  it should  be 
claim  to be  exempt.  considered. 
The  Union's  role  is  to  su pport  and  The  candidate  countries  joining  the 
coordinate  the  efforts  of  Member  Union  must  adopt  and  apply  EU 
States,  and  check  that governments  environmental  laws as  a pre-condi-
Sustainable 
development means 
a long-term  vision of a 
better quality of  life. Choices for a greener future 
Some EU environment landmarks  tion  of  membership.  For  many  of 
1967  First Environmental  Directive, on  classification, 
packaging  and  labelling of dangerous substances 
(67/548) 
1970  Directive establishing framework for measures to 
combat air pollution from  motor vehicles 
(70/220) 
1973  Launch  of first European environment action 
programme  1973-76 
1979  Birds Directive, on the protection of birds and their 
habitats (79/409) 
1980  Directive  laying down  minimum standards for 
drinking water (80/778) 
1985  Directive on  Environmental  Impact Assessment 
(85/337) 
1990  Directives to limit the  use  and  release of 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) 
(90/219 and  901220) 
1991  Maastricht Treaty Article 6 lays down that all  EU 
policies and  activities must integrate 
environmental  protection 
1992  Habitats Directive,  on  the conservation  of natural 
habitats and  wild flora  and  fauna  (92/ 43) 
1994  European  Environment Agency established 
1999  Start of the Green  Week,  the  annual  EU 
environmental conferences 
2000  Framework  directive for European  policy  on  water 
(2000/60) 
2001  Launch  of the si xth  environment action 
programme 2001-10  Environment 2070,  our 
future,  our choice 
2002  Ratification of the  Kyoto  Protocol  on  Climate 
Change 
them,  especially the countries of cen­
tral and eastern  Europe where heavy 
industry  developed  over  decades 
with  little  regard  for  environmental 
considerations,  this  represents  an 
unprecedented  challenge. 
Integrating environmental 
Issues 
The  EU's  integration  strategy (some­
times  known  as  'mainstreaming') 
means  recognising  that  practically 
all  EU  policies  have  an  effect on  the 
environment,  and  planning  In 
advance  to  ensure  their  impact  is 
beneficial  rather  than  harmful.  In 
agriculture, for  example,  reforms  to 
the  EU's  common  agricultural  policy 
in  1992  helped  to  redu ce the  use  of 
nitrogen  and  phosphorus fertilisers 
by  25  and  30 % respectively. 
However,  the  principle  is not always 
easy to apply in  practice. So  in  1998, 
EU  leaders  initiated  the  'Cardiff 
Process',  and  asked  different sectors 
to  prepare  strategies  and  pro­
grammes for promoting environmen­
tal  protection  in  their  own  areas  of 
work. Starting with transport, energy 
and  agriculture, this  approach  will 
eventually cover all  sectors. 
Sustainable development 
st rategy 
The  term  'sustainable  development' 
refers  to  the  effort  to  ensure  that 
economic  growth  takes  place  in  a 
way that can  continue  in  the future, 
without  exhausting  resources  or 
harming  any  section  of society This 
principle first seized the public imag­
ination  at the  United  Nations  Earth 
Summit  in  Rio  in  1992, setting  the 
twin  challenges  of changing  waste­
ful patterns of consumption  in  indus­
8 trialised  countries,  and  combating 
poverty.  Poverty itself can  be  a huge 
source  of  environmental  damage, 
because  very  poor  people  have  no 
option  but  to  exploit  natural 
resources  (forests,  river  waters,  wild 
animals, etc.) in  order to  survive,  and 
are  excluded  from  systems  for  man­
aging  waste. The  EU  has  been  active 
in  implementing  Agenda  21,  the 
international  'blueprint'  for  moving 
towa rds  susta i  nable  development, 
and  has reported  progress every year 
to  the  UN  Commission  on 
Sustainable  Development (UNCSD). 
Sustainable  development  is  now  a 
central principle of EU  policy. At their 
summit in Gothenburg, in June 2001, 
EU  leaders adopted  a European  sus­
tainable development strategy (50S). 
This put forward a positive, long-term 
vision of a more prosperous and more 
just society,  and  a cleaner, healthier 
environment; a society offering a bet­
ter  quality of life for  us,  our children 
and  grandchildren. 
Above all, it recognised that econom­
ic  growth,  social  cohesion  and  envi­
ronmental  protection  must  go  hand 
in  hand. 
In  the  past,  some  people  assumed 
that  safeguarding  the  environment 
meant cutting  living standards, slow­
ing  economic  growth  and  limiting 
individual  freedom.  But  we  have 
moved  a long  way since then.  Future 
progress depends on  reconciling  eco­
nomic, social and environmental con­
siderations,  and  ensuring  that  poli­
cies in different areas foster the same 
objectives. The  EU  acts on  the  princi­
ple  that  people  and  their  environ­
ment  can  work  in  partnership,  to 
each  other's  mutual  benefit.  For 
example,  reducing  environmentally 
damaging  subsidies  can  be  good  for 
the  economy;  well-managed  forests 
can  generate  income  as  well  as  sus­
taining  biodiversity;  less  intensive, 
organic  farming  methods  create 
more  jobs  in  the  countryside,  and 
greater  prosperity  allows  people  the 
leisure  time  to  enjoy  and  care  for 
their natural  surroundings. 
New,  clean  technologies  also  aid 
progress  towards  sustainable  devel­
opment. The  EU  gives  help to  indus­
try and  research  institutions develop­
ing  green  products and technologies. 
Growing  public  demand  creates  an 
expanding  market for environmental­
ly friendly goods and  services,  gener­
ating  jobs  and  growth,  and  in  turn 
providing  the  incentive  for  further 
technological  innovation  and  invest­
ment. 
The  EU  recognises that there will also 
be  some  difficult  political  choices 
and  trade-offs  between  conflicting 
interests.  But  these  ca n be  resolved 
through  i  ntell igent, transpa rent  pol i­
cy-making  and  full,  fair consultation 
with the parties  involved. 
Sixth  environment 
action  programme 
Since  1973,  a series  of comprehen­
sive  environment  action  plans  have 
guided  EU  environment  policy.  In 
2001,  the  Union  launched  its  sixth 
environment  action  programme, 
identifyi ng  the  tou r  areas  where 
more  action  is  urgently needed: 
• 	 cI imate cha nge; 
• 	 protecting  nature  and 
biodiversity; 
• 	 health and  quality of life; 
• 	 managing  natural  resources and 
tackling  waste. 
EU policy is  founded on 
a partnership between 
people and the 
environment. Seven key areas of concern 
The  EU  action  programme  2001-10  says  that  more  actions 
should  be taken  on  these  issues: 
• 	 Air pollution:  clean  air  for  Europe  (CAFE)  is  a new  pro­
gramme  developed  in  partnership with  interest  groups,  to 
sustain  progress in  improving air quality; 
• 	 Waste recycling: action should  include setting targets  and 
identifying  markets; 
• 	 Management  of resources:  rational  resource  use  should 
encourage  new technologies and  shift the tax  burden  onto 
the  use of natu ra I resou rces; 
• 	 Soil protection: this  is a priority. Soil  erosion  and  pollution, 
and  land development, are particular problems; 
• 	 Urban  environment:  improving  the  quality  of life  for  city 
dwellers  means  action  on  a number  of  fronts,  including 
urban  planning, mobility and  waste  management; 
• 	 Sustainable  use of pesticides:  phasing  out the  most  dan­
gerous  pesticides  and  controlling  others,  in  candidate  and 
developing countries as well  as  in the  EU; 
• 	 Marine  environment:  Europe's  coasts  and  marine  environ­
ment are under threat from - inter alia - over-development, 
pollution  and  over-fishing.  In  2001,  the  EU  approved  a 
strategy for integrated coastal zone management, outlining 
a coherent,  sustainable  approach  to  protecting  Europe's 
estimated  89000 km  of coastline.  Some 50 % of the  pop­
ulation  lives within  50  km  of the  sea,  sharing  these  areas 
with  some  of the  Union's  most  valuable  and  fragile  eco­
systems. 
The  programme  also  calls  for  action 
in  seven  key  areas:  soil  protection, 
marine  environment,  use  of  pesti­
cides,  air  pollution,  urban  environ­
ment, management of resources, and 
waste  recycling. 
10 
Choices for a greener future  . 
The  action  progra mme  does  not 
focus merely on legislation. More and 
more,  the  EU  finds  that rather  than 
setting the domestic agenda  on  envi­
ronment,  it is  responding  to  the  con ­
cerns  of a public that is  increasingly 
well  informed  about the  issues.  This 
has  brought  a change  of  approach, 
prioritising  partnership  and  joint 
action  with  different  stakeholders. 
Voluntary  agreements  with  industry 
on  environmental  protection,  for 
example,  can  be  more  effective than 
laws imposed from  above.  Local  com­
munities  are  better placed  to  under­
stand  the steps  needed  to safeguard 
their  specific  environment  than 
distant  policy-makers.  Framework 
approaches,  focusing  on  achieving 
realistic  objectives,  for  example  by 
sharing  best practices, will  be among 
future  policy  instruments to  improve 
the environment. Climate change 

Evidence  of  climate  change  is  all 
around  us. World snow cover has fall ­
en  by  10  %  since  the  late  1960s. 
Mountain glaciers are  retreating  and 
sea  ice  is  melting,  leading  to  a 
10-20 cm  rise  in  sea  levels over the 
last 50 years. At the same time, con­
centrations  of carbon  dioxide  (C02), 
methane  (CH 4)  and  nitrous  oxide 
(N 20),  the  main  greenhouse  gases 
that  trap  heat  in  the  atmosphere, 
have  increased  dramatically. 
The  effects  are  also  becoming  clear: 
extreme  weather  events  mean  more 
storms  and  floods  in  the  north,  and 
droughts and  forest fires  in  southern 
countries.  If unchecked,  the  pace  of 
climate  change  will  be  too  fast  for 
some  plant  and  animal  species  to 
adapt or migrate, and the  impact on 
wildlife  could  be  devastating. 
Tropical  diseases  will  spread  more 
widely  in  warmer,  wetter  climates, 
and  while  some  crops  may  flourish, 
food  production  in  some  parts of the 
world  will  be  threatened. 
Scientists,  including the  Intergovern­
mental  Panel  on  Climate  Change 
(IPCC),  are  convinced  that  human 
activities  are  to  blame.  The  burning 
of fossil  fuels  in  power  plants,  road 
and  air  transport,  landfill  sites  and 
manufacturing  processes  all  gener­
ate  harmful  emissions.  Between 
1990 and  1999,  EU  greenhouse gas 
output fell  by 4 %,  but  more  action 
is  needed to fulfil the promises made 
at  an  international  conference  in 
Kyoto,  Japan,  in  1997, to implement 
the  1992  UN  Framework Convention 
on Climate Change  (UNFCCC). 
Worldwide effort 
The  Kyoto  Protocol  was the first mul­
tilateral  agreement  to  set  specific 
emission  reduction  targets  for  the 
developed  world.  When,  after 
George  W.  Bush's  election  as  presi­
dent,  the  USA  announced  in  March 
2001  that  it  was  withdrawing,  it 
looked  at  first  as  if many  years  of 
intensive  negotiations  had  been  in 
vain.  But  the  EU,  including 
Environment  Commissioner  Margot 
Wallstrbm,  stepped  in  to  save  the 
protocol. The  Union took the  leader­
ship  in  persuading other parties that 
the  protocol  represented  the  only 
international framework for combat­
Ing  climate  change.  At  the 
Conferences  of  the  Pa rties  to  the 
Convention  in  Bonn  in  July  (COP6 
bis)  and  in  Marrakech  in  November 
2001  (COP7),  the  EU  played  a piv­
otal  role  in  securing  the  Kyoto 
Protocol  and  settling  a  number  of 
outstanding  issues.  This  agreement 
paves the way for its ratification and 
implementation. 
The  EU  is  now  pursuing  its  commit­
ment to bring the protocol into force 
in time for the  UN  World  Summit on 
Sustainable  Development  (Rio+ 10) 
in  Johannesburg  in  2002,  with  pro­
posals for ratification and  for an  EU­
wide  'trading  scheme'  to  reduce 
greenhouse  gas  emissions.  The  first 
phase  of  the  scheme  will  cover 
4 000-5 000  large  power  stations 
and  similar  installations,  which  are 
expected  to  produce  about 46 % of 
EU  CO2 emissions  by 2010.  Member 
States  will  grant  allowances  that 
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World snow cover has 
fallen  by 70  % since the 
79605. 
Less 
greenhouse gas 
The  EU  aims to cut 
emissions 
• 	by 8 % on  1990 
levels by 2008-12 
(decided  in the 
worldwide 
agreement of 
Kyoto); 
• 	by a further 1 % 
per year from 
2012  to 2020; 
• 	by 70 % in the 
long term. limit  the  carbon  dioxide  emissions 
from  these  companies.  Those  that 
manage to stay below their limit will 
be  allowed  to  sell  their  remaining 
emission  allowances to other compa­
nies  not  able  to  meet  their  tar~lets. 
Those  that want to  emit  more  must 
buy additional allowances from  com­
panies that have  some spare and  are 
willing to sell  them.  The  EU  beli eves 
that by  turning  CO 2  into  a tradable 
commodity,  the  system  will  encour­
age firms to reduce their emissions in 
the  most cost-effective way. 
Climate change brings 
storms and floods.  The  European  Climate  Change 
Programme (ECCP), launched in June 
2000,  is  also  designed  to  help  the 
EU  meet  its  Kyoto targets.  It was  set 
up  in  consultation with a wide  range 
of stakeholders, including seven tech­
nical  working  groups  covering  ener­
gy,  transport,  agriculture,  industry 
and  other  sectors.  It  has  identified 
more  than  40  measures  that  could 
cut  emissions  by  twice  the  level 
required  by the Kyoto  Protocol. Those 
already  in  the  pipeline include direc­
tives  on  EU  emissions  trading,  the 
Contribution ofkey sectors 
to greenhouse gas emissions 
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energy performance of buildings, bio­
fuels,  energy-efficient public procure­
ment,  and  fluorinated  gases.  A  fur­
ther  11  initiatives  cover  proposals 
such  as  strengthening  research  on 
climate change; and  22  measures for 
longer-term  development  include 
promoting  heat  production  from 
renewable  energy  sources  and  tech­
nological  improvements  to  vehicles 
and fuels. The  ECCP  is the framework 
for  future  EU  efforts  to  introduce 
innovative  strategies  to  tackle  cli ­
mate  change. 
The  EU  has  also  set  targets  for 
replacing  fossil  fuels  with  renewable 
energy  in  various  sectors  including 
heat  and  power  generation  and 
tra nsport. 
EU  research funding  has been crucial 
to understanding and  reacting to cli­
mate  change  and  its  effects.  In 
2000,  for  instance,  a report  by  30 
scientific experts  alerted  policy-mak­
ers  and  the  public  to  the  differing 
impact of climate change in southern 
and  northern  Europe.  One  of the  EU 
fifth  framework  programme  for 
research  and development's four the­
matic  programmes  focuses  on  envi­
ronment,  energy  and  sustainable 
development. This has co-funded  pio 
neering  projects  on  atmospheric  pol­
lution  and  the  impact  of  carbon 
sinks,  for example. Nature and biodiversity 

The  EU's  15  Member  States  extend 
from  the Arctic Circle  in  the north to 
the  warm  Mediterranean  waters  in 
the  south.  From  the  wave-lashed 
Atlantic coasts  to  the  Alpine  peaks, 
the Union covers a vast range of nat­
ural  habitats and  a stunning diversi­
ty  of  flora  and  fauna.  But  almost 
everywhere,  this  'biodiversity'  is  in 
danger. 
Birds  such  as  the  slender-billed 
curlew  are  so  rare  that  they  risk 
extinction,  while  even  numbers  of 
once  relatively  common  species  like 
the skylark  and  garden  warbler  have 
fallen  dramatically.  This  trend 
extends  from  mammals  to  insects: 
45  %  of  European  butterflies  are 
threatened today. Around  our coasts, 
fishing  methods  and  water pollution 
harm  marine  life  such  as  small 
whales,  turtles  and  monk  seals.  Bad 
planning,  wasteful  land-use  and 
intensive farming  have  contributed 
to a loss of natural habitats like wet­
lands  and  extensive  grasslands, 
which  many wild  species  depend  on 
for their survival. 
As  the  candidate  countries  join  the 
EU,  they  bring  with  them  a  58  % 
increase  in  the  Union's  land  area, 
covering  many unspoiled landscapes, 
forests and  wetlands. Their conserva­
tion  is  a  major  challenge  for  the 
years  to  come,  and  adopting  the 
Union's  environmental  laws  will  be 
an  important step  in  this process. 
EU  policy  aims  to  halt  the  loss  of 
biodiversity,  both  in  Europe  and 
globally.  Within  Europe,  two  direc­
tives  deal  with  the  conservation  of 
European  wildlife, with  the  focus  on 
protecting  sites  as  well  as  species 
the  1979  Bi rds  Directive  identified 
181  endangered  species  and  sub­
species for which  Member States are 
required  to designate special  protec­
tion  areas.  Similar  measures  have  to 
be taken for migrant birds - a shared 
asset for  all  Europeans. 
Humans and  wildlife in 
harmony 
The 1992 Habitats Directive required 
each  of the  EU  countries  to  identify 
sites  of  European  importance  and 
draw  up  management  measures  for 
them,  combining  wildlife  preserva­
tion with  economic and  social activi­
ties,  as  part  of a sustainable  devel­
opment  strategy.  Together,  these 
sites  form  the  Natura  2000 network 
- the  cornerstone  of EU  nature  pro­
tection  policy. 
Besides  these  di rectives,  the  EU  has 
also  played  its  part  in  a  series  of 
important international conventions, 
such  as  the  Berne  Convention  on 
European  wildlife  and  natural  habi­
tats  (1979)  and  the  Bonn 
Fishing methods can 
harm turtles and other 
marine life. Traditional farming 
practices cared for the 
countryside. 
Convention  on  migratory  species 
(1979). 
The  Natura  2000  network  already 
comprises  around  15  000 sites,  cov­
ering  some  15  % of the  EU  territory, 
and  is due to  be completed  by 2004. 
The  EU  also co-finances  measures to 
establish the network,  mainly via the 
LIFE-Nature  Programme.  More  than 
415  million  euro  has  gone  to  over 
300  projects  throughout  Eu rope, 
ranging from  regenerating oakwoods 
on  the  Atlantic  coast  to  protecting 
brown  bears  in  Austria.  Recently, 
some  candidate  countries  have  also 
joined the  programme. 
However,  it  is  also  crucial  to  inte­
grate  nature  conseNation  into other 
policy areas. Farming  is one example: 
for  centuries,  traditional  farming 
practices  combined  food  production 
with  care  for  the  countryside. 
Intensive  methods  often  broke that 
link,  damaging  wildlife,  consuming 
resources and  contributing to chemi­
cal  pollution.  The  future  reforms  of 
the  EU  common  agricultural  policy 
must  move  towards  environmentally 
friendly techniques and, especially in 
central  and  eastern  Europe,  focus  on 
low-input  farming  that  pre:;erves 
the  better  aspects  of  traditional 
methods. 
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In the end, practical action to protect 
biodiversity  can  only  be  effective  at 
grass-roots  level,  where  the  native 
wildlife  is,  and  with  the  support  of 
local  people  and  their communities. 
The  EU  believes  that activities  that 
bring  economic  benefits  - such  as 
farming  or  tourism  - need  not con­
flict with conseNation if they are car­
ried  out along  sustainable lines.  But 
achieving  this  harmony  means 
involving  all  local  players  in  plan­
ning change from the outset.  EU  pol­
icy  is  not designed to put jobs  or liv­
ing standards at risk,  but to enhance 
the  quality  of  life  for  us  all. 
Environmental  protection  must grow 
in  partnership with the  people. .. 

Health and quality of life 

Environmental  pollution  causes  a 
range  of  human  health  problems, 
from  allergies  and  infertility to  can­
cer and  premature death. Children of 
all  ages  are  especially vulnerable  to 
these  dangers,  partly because  up  to 
the  age of five, their vital organs are 
still  developing,  and  young  people 
also drink more fluids, eat more food, 
and  breathe  more  air  in  relation  to 
their body weight. 
Pollutants such  as  pesticides, dioxins 
and  PCBs  (polychlorinated  bio­
phenyls)  can  damage  the  foetus  in 
the womb, causing  miscarriage, birth 
defects  or  health  problems  in  later 
life.  The  mortality  rate  among  chil­
dren  stands  at  a  record  low,  but 
despite  improvements  in  air  quality, 
increasing  numbers  of  children  are 
suffering  from  asthma  and  chronic 
respiratory  problems.  In  some 
Member  States,  cases  of childhood 
cancer  are  also  on  the  increase, 
which  may  be  related  to  environ­
mental factors. 
The  European  Commission  and 
Member  States  have  together  been 
preparing  a comprehensive  strategy 
to  combat  environmental  health 
risks,  focusing  in  particular  on  vul­
nerable  groups  such  as  children, 
pregnant  women  and  older  people. 
This calls for more research  and mon­
itoring  of  environmental  hazards, 
and  stepping  up the supply of infor­
mation  to the  public.  Health  profes­
sionals need to be more aware of the 
impact of environmental factors, and 
with young  people starting to smoke 
earlier than  ever, for example, educa­
tional  initiatives  should  inform  chil­
dren  better  about  long-term  health 
impacts.  The  EU  is  also  promoting 
international  cooperation  to  tackle 
environmental  health  risks  in  devel­
oping  countries  and  the  detrimental 
health impact of poverty in  general. 
The  European  Commission  has  been 
cooperating  with  the  World  Health 
Organisation (WHO) for a number of 
years,  often  using  WHO  guidelines 
as  a  basis  for  EU  environmental 
directives.  In  September  2000,  offi­
cials from  the two organisations met 
in  Brussels and  agreed to work  more 
closely  together  on  researching 
health  risks  and setting standards. 
Eating  healthy food 
In  recent  years,  events  such  as  the 
outbreak of 'mad cow disease' or BSE 
(bovine spongiform encephalopathy) 
among cattle in the United  Kingdom 
- and its human consequences in the 
form  of  the  incurable  Creutzfeldt­
Jakob  Disease  - have  made  con­
sumers  more  aware  than  ever  of 
Consumers are more 
aware of what they eat 
since the outbreak of 
'mad cow disease'. Choices fo r a  greener future 
what they  eat.  Union-wide  coopera­
tion  facilitated  rapid  action  to  stop 
the  spread  of  BSE  and  to  give  the 
public more  information about risks. 
I  n response  to the  BSE  crisis,  the  EU 
set up the scientific steering commit­
tee  in  1997 to  guarantee the  future 
accuracy of advice  on  food  safety. 
Consumers  also  want  to  know 
whether  what  they  buy  contains 
genetically  modified  organisms 
(GMOs).  The  EU  applies  controls  on 
the  supply  of GMO  products  on  the 
market  and  their  potential  release 
into the environment,  and  new  rules 
will  ensure  that all  items  containing 
GMOs  must  be  clearly  labelled, 
sources  must  be  traceable,  and  their 
impact on the environment constant­
ly monitored. 
Stress  in  daily life 
There  are  many other environmental 
factors  that  affect  our  well-being. 
Noise  diminishes  the  quality of life 
for an estimated  25 % of Europeans. 
The  EU  has  set limits on  noise pollu­
tion  from  machinery,  and  aims  to 
take  further  steps  to  harmonise 
acceptable  levels.  Radiation  has 
important uses  in  medical  diagnosis, 
but can  also  damage  human  health. 
The  EU  has recently updated its stan­
dards - first  laid  down  in  1957 - to 
protect  the  public  and  workers 
whose  jobs  bring  them  into  contact 
with  radiation. 
In  2001, the  European Commission's 
White  Paper  set  out a new  strategy 
for  controlling  dangerous  chemicals. 
It applies  two  clear  principles:  pre­
caution  where  there  is  any  doubt 
about  safety,  and  replacing  haz­
ardous  substances  with  safer  ones 
whenever  possible.  EU-wide  stan­
dards  will  improve  the  testing  and 
risk-evaluation  of  both  new  and 
existing  chemicals.  At  international 
level,  the  EU  is  also  committed  to 
implementing the UN Convention  on 
persistent  orga nic  polluta nts,  wh ich 
aims  to  take  12  of the  world's  most 
dangerous chemicals out of use. 
To  avoid  ever-growing traffic conges­
tion,  air  pollution  and  stress  and  to 
improve  the  quality  of life  in  cities, 
governments  and  planning  authori­
ties  need  to  develop  'sustainable' 
transport networks. The  EU  co-funds 
research  on  land-use  in  cities.  And  it 
supports  the  development  of trans­
European  networks  (TENs),  promot­
ing  public  transport  and  the  use  of 
rail, waterways and shipping for  pas­
senger and  freight transportation. 
16 Managing natural resources 
and tackl  ing waste 
Natural  resources  are  not  inex­
haustible,  and  yet with  careful  man­
agement  we  can  go  on  benefiti ng 
from  these  resources  without 
destroying  future  supplies.  It means 
reducing  consumption  of  the 
resources  that are  running  out,  and 
finding  other  ways  of  maintaining 
and  improving  living  standards 
through  new  policies,  technologies 
and  innovations. 
Forests,  rivers  and  soils  are  all  natur­
al  resources  that need  specia l atten­
tion.  Forests  are  also  an  economic 
asset, yet some two thirds of Europe's 
trees  are  threatened,  and  damage 
from  forest  fires  is  growing  in  the 
south. The  EU  wants to  see  national 
and  regional  plans  for  sustainable 
forest  management  and  protection, 
and  a  scheme  to  help  consumers 
select  wood  from  these  'green' 
sources. 
Water  is  a  crucial  resource  for  all 
forms  of life.  The  Union's  approach 
to  rivers  and  water  management 
took  a fresh  turn  in  2000 with  the 
adoption  of  the  Water  Framework 
Directive, drafted through a pioneer­
ing,  open  consultation  process. The 
objective is to set standards for water 
quality,  and  ensure  people  have 
access  to  clean  drinking  water  at  a 
reasonable  cost. 
As  European society gets wealthier it 
produces  an  increasing  amount  of 
waste - some 2 000 million tonnes a 
year in the  EU  - and  getting rid of it 
often  creates  pollution  that  can 
damage  human  health.  The  EU  is 
pushing for a 20 % cut  in  waste  'for 
final  disposal'  between  2000  and 
2010,  increasing  to  some  50  %  by 
2050.  Waste  prevention,  through 
better  manufacturing  methods  and 
consumer  demand  for  greener  prod­
ucts,  is  the  first  priority.  Recycling 
and  recovery come  next. The  remain­
ing  waste  should  be  safely incinerat­
ed  where  possible,  with  landfill  as 
the  last resort. 
Forests can be a 
sustainable asset,  if well 
managed Choices for a greener fut ure  • 
What should industry do? 
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The  European eco-Iabel is 
found  on hundreds of 
daily products that are 
produced in  an 
environmental friendly 
way 
The  EU  recognises  that  industry's 
support for environmental protection 
is  crucial.  This  means  consulting 
business  in the drafting of new legis­
lation,  co-financing  research  initia­
tives,  and  offering incentives to com­
panies  who  improve  their  environ­
mental  performance.  The  European 
Awards  for  the  Environment,  for 
example,  go  every two  years  to  four 
firms with outstanding achievements 
in  this field. 
Environmental  care  should  be  as 
important  to  business  as  customer 
satisfaction,  and  the  growing  move 
towards corporate social  responsibili­
ty  both  in  Europe  and  globally  is 
forcing  companies  to  examine 
their  green  as  well  as  their  social 
credentia Is. 
The  EU  regards  voluntary  action as 
its first priority.  In  1998, for example, 
European  carmakers  pledged  to 
develop  new engines that would  cut 
CO 2 emissions and  improve fuel  effi­
ciency  by some  25  % between  1995 
and  2008. Several  thousand  compa­
nies  have  joined  the  EU's  environ­
mental  management  and  audit 
scheme  (EMAS),  and  publish  regular 
environmental  performance  reports. 
In  200l,  EMAS  was  extended  to  all 
economic  sectors  including  public 
authorities,  and  the  European 
Commission  itself - practising  what 
it  preaches  - adopted  the  EMAS 
principles  and  set  internal  environ ­
mental  objectives. 
The  EU's  eco-Iabel,  launched  in 
1992,  awards  the  coveted  'flower' 
logo  to  goods  or  seNices  that meet 
tough  environmental  standards.  It 
helps  consumers  to  use  their  pur­
chasi ng  power  to  buy  from  compa­
nies that respect the environment. 
The  flower  is  the  only true  eco-Iabel 
valid throughout the  15  EU  Member 
States  plus  Iceland,  Liechtenstein 
and  Norway.  It is  already found  on 
hundreds of products in a wide range 
of  categories  (19  up  to  December 
2001).  The  eco-Iabel  website 
(http!/ europa.eu.int/ecolabel) 
gives  more information. 
Also,  the  EU's  new  integrated  prod­
uct policy (IPP)  aims to help industry 
to  reduce waste through better prod­
uct  design,  making  goods  longer 
lasting and easier to recycle or recon 
dition, and  to  expand  the  market for 
green  products. 
Clean and  good  business 
Companies  are  realising  that adopt 
ing  cleaner  technologies  makes 
sense  both  in  cutting  costs,  and  in 
promoting  a better  image and  win­
ning  cu stomers and  clients. The  EU's 
aim  is  to  expand  this environmental 
awareness,  so  that  ultimately  all 
publicly quoted  companies with  500 
staff or  more  will  publish  annually, 
for  their  shareholders,  a 'triple  bot 
tom  line'  covering  not  just  profits 
and  losses  but also their  social  and 
environmental  results. 
Overall,  prices  must  start  to  reflect 
more  accurately  the  wider  environ ­
mental  costs  of goods  and  seNices. 
18 This will mean adjusting taxes to pay 
for  measures  to  offset the  effects  of 
energy generation, for example, 
Despite  its  emphasis  on  voluntary 
action,  the  EU  favours  Europe-wide 
standards  and  strong  penalties  for 
companies that damage the environ­
ment.  The  1996  Directive  on 
Integrated  Pollution  Prevention  and 
Control  standardises  environmental 
rules  for industry across the  EU,  and 
compels  companies  in  specific  sec­
tors  to  obtain  operating  permits,  It 
will  be  updated  under the  European 
climate change  programme, 
European  law  establishes  the  princi­
ple  that  the  'polluter  pays',  and 
Member  States  are  urged  to 
strengthen  their  environmental  lia­
bility regimes,  to  make  industry take 
its share  of responsibility. 
Taxes  will have to cover 
the environmental costs 
of energy generation. 
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EU  enlargement and  international action 

The  coming new 
members of the  EU have 
large natural resources. 
Enlargement will  for 
example triple the  EU 
wolf population. 
The  lifting  of  the  Iron  Curtain  in 
1989  revealed  an  alarming  picture 
of  environmental  degradation  in 
central  and  eastern  Europe,  with 
contaminated  soil,  polluted  air  and 
high  levels  of chemical  toxicity cou­
pled  with fears surrounding the safe­
ty of Soviet-era  nuclear installations. 
In  all,  12  countries  are  negotiating 
their  adhesion  to  the  European 
Union. The candidate countries must 
raise their basic environmental stan­
dards  in  order to join the  Union,  but 
this  is  no  mean  feat.  Some  of t hem 
have  made  rapid  and  impressive 
progress.  Poland, for instance, used a 
combination of legislation and finan­
cial  instruments to cut sulphur emis­
sions  by  50  %  during  the  1990s. 
But  in  some  other  places,  progress 
has  been  slow.  The  European 
Commission  has  insisted that adopt­
ing  EU  laws  on  the  environment 
(known  as  the  acquis)  is  not  an 
optional  extra,  and  argues  that  by 
building the foundations for sustain­
able  development at this  stage,  the 
countries  of  central  and  eastern 
Europe  will  be  able  to  avoid  the 
west's most damaging and expensive 
environmental  mistakes. 
The  EU  has  provided  financial  help, 
notably via  the  instrument for struc­
tural  policies  for  pre-accession 
(ISPA).  which  will  payout over  EUR 
500 million each year between 2000 
and  2006 to  support  investment  in 
environmental  infrastructure  in  the 
candidate  countries.  However,  the 
vast  bulk  of the  funding  must  come 
from  national  resources.  Ultimately 
the responsibility lies with the candi­
date  countries.  The  Commission  has 
estimated  that  they  will  need  to 
spend  around  2- 3  %  of  GOP  on 
environmental  improvements  over 
each  of  the  next  15  to  20  years. 
Public sources of funding will  not be 
enough,  and  therefore  private 
finance  needs  to  be  mobilised  as 
well  as  funds  from  foreign  and  inter­
national institutions. 
But  the  picture  is  not  all  gloomy. 
Enlargement  brings  to  the  EU  a 
wider range of habitats, animals and 
plants;  and  a larger  Union  will  carry 
even  more  weight  internationally. 
Complying  with  environmental  laws 
will in turn bring benefits for the can­
didate countries. A study carried  out 
on  behalf  of  the  EU  in  2001 
revealed,  for example, that better air 
quality  could  reduce  the  number  of 
premature  deaths  by  between 
15000  and  34000,  and  cases  of 
chronic bronchitis  by  up to  180000. 
The  annual  value  of  all  these 
improvements  could  amount  to  an estimated  12-69 000 million  euro, 
or  80-410 euro  per  capita,  and  the 
overall  benefits of a cleaner environ­
ment will  be  felt not only in the can­
didate  countries,  but  also  in  neigh­
bouring  States  like  Ukraine,  Belarus 
and  Russia. 
On the international  stage 
As  economic  globalisation  shrinks 
the  planet,  the  growing  need  for 
environmental  problems  to  be  tack­
led  at  the  international  level  is  evi­
dent As  one  of the wealthiest areas 
of the  world,  the  EU  takes  seriously 
its responsibility to assist developing 
countries  to  pursue  environmentally 
friendly growth,  both  through  exten­
sive  direct funding  of environmental 
projects  and  programmes  in  the 
developing  world,  and  through  par­
ticipation  in  multilateral  funds  such 
as  the  clean  development  mecha­
nism  of the  Kyoto  Protocol. 
The  Union  has  ratified  a number  of 
important international treaties, and 
has taken  a leading  role  in efforts to 
protect  global  biodiversity.  These 
include  the  Rotterdam  Convention 
on  prior  informed  consent' 
(strengthening  the  rights  of  poorer 
countries  to  be  protected  from  haz­
ards),  the  Basel  Convention,  which 
prevents  rich  countries  from  dump­
ing  their  toxic  waste  in  developing 
ones,  and  the  Bonn  Convention  on 
the  conservation  of  migratory 
species. 
The  EU  believes  that  international 
governance of the environment must 
be strengthened, with a higher polit­
ical  profile and  more secure  funding 
for  the  UN  Environment  Programme 
(UNEP). 
In  its preparations for the  UN  World 
Summit  on  Sustainable  Develop­
ment in 2002, the  EU  agreed to seek 
a global  deal  on  sustainable  devel­
opment,  and  to  strive  to  reach 
the  UN  development assistance  tar­
get  of 0.7  %  of  GDP  as  quickly  as 
possible. 
The  EU  has  campaigned  hard  to 
integrate  the  environmental  dimen­
sion  into  wider  multilateral  agree­
ments. Trade and investment policies 
can  playa vital  role  in  promoting 
environmentally  friendly  growth  in 
poorer  countries,  and  EU  aid  has 
been  subject  to  environmental 
assessment since  1990. At the minis­
terial  meeting  of  the  World  Trade 
Organisation  (WTO)  in  Doha,  Qatar 
in  2001,  where  agreement  was 
reached  to  launch  a  new  trade 
round,  the  Union  was  the  driving 
force in getting environmental  issues 
included in the final declaration. The 
members  approved  a special  role for 
the  WTO's  Committee  on  Trade  and 
Environment  and  reaffirmed  their 
commitment to  the  objective  of sus­
tainable development 
The precautionary 
principle worldwide 
The  Biosafety Protocol 
(to the Biodiversity 
Convention), adopted 
by l33 governments on 
29 January 2000, sets 
out minimum standards 
for cross-border trade  in 
the sensitive area  of 
living modified 
organisms (LMOs). 
including  seeds and 
plants. It means that 
exporters must notify 
governments before 
shipping  in  LMOs that 
might be  released  into 
their environment,  and 
it enables developing 
countries to  protect 
their biodiversity. 
The  EU  played a 
leading  role  in the 
11 th-hou r negotiations 
to secure a deal, taking 
a firm stand against 
attempts to weaken  the 
rules  by making  them 
subsidiary to World 
Trade Organisation 
agreements. The 
protocol's application 
of the 'precautionary 
principle' broke  new 
ground  in  international 
environmental  law. 
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Funding environmental  care 

EU funding helps 
cleaning up rivers  and 
coastlines. 
Funding  to  promote  sustainable 
development  and  care  for  the  envi­
ronment  comes  from  a  ran ge  of 
sources within the  EU. The Structural 
Funds,  for example,  help to  promote 
more  balanced  socioeconomic devel­
opment  across  the  Member  States, 
assisting  the  poorer  regions  of the 
Union.  In  1994-99,  the  Structural 
Funds  amounted  to  more  than 
150000 million euro, with a further 
14000 million euro  in  the  Cohesion 
Fund.  By  2000,  the  funds  totalled 
one third of the  EU  budget.  National 
environmental  authorities  are 
involved  in  the  development  and 
monitoring of all  programmes.  Funds 
are  increasingly  used  for  environ­
ment  improvement  projects  such  as 
cleaning  up  coasts,  harbours  and 
rivers  and  rehabilitating  decayed 
industrial and  urban areas. They also 
assist small  businesses in  developing 
green  technologies.  Financial  sup­
port  is  also  available  from  research 
and  agri-environmental  resources. 
The  LIFE  programme  was  set  up  in 
1992,  and  its third  phase  runs  until 
2004.  It is  devoted  entirely to devel­
oping  EU  environmental  policy,  and 
has  three  strands:  LIFE-nature, 
LIFE-environment  and  LlFUhird 
countries. 
Bringing the life back to quarried land in  Italy 
Former industrial sites around  towns and  cities often  become  run-down  and  barren  when they fallout of 
use. The TORRE  project in  Emilia  Romagna,  Italy,  is  restoring  an  old  quarrying area  in  Oriolo, where flora 
and  fauna typical to the  Romagnolo countryside  have  been  destroyed  by  mining activities. 
The project, co-funded  by the  EU  scheme LIFE-Environment until 2004, sets out to  restore the natural  bio­
diversity and  create  an  attractive green  area  for  local  people  and  tourists.  An  innovative  environmental 
ed ucation  programme  raises  awareness  and  helps  visitors  to  value  their natural  surroundings,  with  the 
assistance of conservation experts and  scientists. 
22 Restoring Alvar grasslands in Sweden 
'Alvar'  is the  name of a type  of habitat comprising  hard  limestone  rock  covered  with  a thin  layer of soil, 
home to  highly specialised  and  rare  fauna  and  flora.  Alvar  lands  are  found  on  the  islands of bland  and 
Gotland, and  in parts of Sweden and  Estonia. In  1996, a LlFE-Natu re-backed  project to protect and  restore 
the Stora  Alvaret got under way. It involved  clearing the invading overgrowth  and  erecting  fences around 
large areas so that the traditional  grazing  could  be  re-established  by  local  farmers.  The  project  not only 
contributed to the conservation  of nature but also to the  preservation of traditional agricultural practices, 
employment and  culture. 
Under  LIFE,  the  Union  co-finances 
projects  to  safeguard  the  environ­
ment  in  all  Member  States.  Almost 
half of its  640  million  euro  budget 
for  2000-04 is  dedicated  to  nature 
protection,  and  the  programme  is 
also  open  to  candidate countries. 
The  European  Investment Bank (EIB) 
provides  long-term  loans for  projects 
designed  to  safeguard  the  environ­
ment, covering  up to  50 % of invest­
ment costs.  In the  1990s,  millions of 
euro  were  loaned  to  water  manage­
ment,  waste  treatment  and  urban 
renewal  schemes.  Loans  are  also 
available  for  projects  in  neighbour­
ing areas, such  as the Mediterranean 
basin,  as  well  as  the  central  and 
eastern  European  countries. 
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Consulting  people and  building  partnerships 
Agency 
gets the facts 
The  European 
Envi ron ment 
Agency  plays a 
crucial  role  in 
gathering 
information. 
The  EU  set up the 
Copenhagen-based 
agency  in  1990, to 
su pport susta ina ble 
development by 
providing  timely 
and  relevant data 
to  pol icy-ma kers 
and  public alike. 
It is the  hub of 
the  European 
environment 
information and 
observation  network 
(Eionet), which  links 
660 green  organi­
sations  across the 
conti nent. 
The  agency's 
membership 
extends outside the 
EU  to  include  many 
neighbouring 
countries. 
Member  State  governments  agree 
EU  laws,  so  there  is  no  excuse  for 
failing to act on them.The full  imple­
mentation  of existing  directive';  is  a 
strategic  priority  within  the  EU's 
sixth  environment  action  pro­
gramme.  Sadly,  many  cases  of non­
compliance  - a  high  proportion  of 
the  total  covering  all  legislation  ­
concern  environmental  measures. 
The  Commission  has  the  power  to 
launch  infringement  procedures 
against Member States  and  if neces­
sary  take  them  to  the  European 
Court  of  Justice,  although  this 
process can  be  lengthy. 
The  number of formal  complaints on 
environmental  matters giving  rise  to 
infringement proceedings  grew  from 
162  in  1996 to  450  in  1999.  And 
more  decisions  are  taken  by  the 
European  courts  each  ye ar.  In 
1992-94 there  were  33  decisions 
rising  to  56  in  1995 - 97  and  57  i~ 
the two  years  1998 and  1999. 
But the  legal  route  is  not  the  only 
option  for  convincing  governments 
to  fulfil  their  obligations.  Greater 
transparency  is  a  powerful  tool, 
enabling  European  citizens  to  put 
pressure  on  their leaders. The  EU  has 
pledged  to  publish  an  up-to-date 
Implementation  scoreboard  to 
enable  the  public  to  measure  each 
government's  record.  A  'name 
shame,  and  fame'  strategy  aims  t~ 
publicise  positive  examples  and 
encourage  States that are  successful 
in  implementing  laws,  while  embar­
rassing administrations that are slow 
to  act. 
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Transparency 
throug  h good governance 
Over  recent  years,  the  EU  has made 
progress  in  introducing greater trans­
parency  and  involving  citizens  more 
in  decision-making.  In  2001,  the 
Comm ission's  White  Paper  on  good 
governance  noted  that many  people 
were  becoming  alienated  and  losing 
confidence  in  the  EU's complex  sys­
tem  of  administration,  seeing  the 
Union as at once remote  and  yet too 
Intrusive.  The  White  Paper  called  for 
better  consultation  and  dialogue, 
underpinned  by the five  principles of 
openness, participation, accountabil­
ity,  effectiveness and  coherence.  Not 
only is  open  consultation  the  key  to 
finding  the  right  policy;  in  environ­
mental  fields  it  is  also  crucial  to 
putting  that  policy  into  practice  at 
the grass-roots level where it makes a 
difference. 
The  EU  is  committed  to  implement­
ing the Aarhus Convention on  access 
to  information  and  public  participa­
tion  in  decision-making  and  access 
to  justice  in  enVIronmental  matters. 
A European  pollutant emission  regis­
ter,  for example, will enable the  pub 
Ilc to  obtain  information on  environ­
mental  pollution  from  industrial 
sources via  the  Internet and  media. The EU partnership 
with stakeholders 
The  sixth  environment  action  pro­
gramme  emphasises  the  need  for 
partnerships,  harnessing  the support 
of  all  interest  groups  in  achieving 
continuous  improvements  in  the 
environment and  the  quality of life. 
The  European  Commission,  and  its 
Directorate-General  for Environment, 
recognises the need for innovation  in 
policy-making,  focusing  on  achiev­
able  objectives  to  ensure  environ­
mental  improvement  New  ways  of 
formulating  legislative  proposals,  by 
consulting  a full  range  of stakehold­
ers including industry, environmental 
lobby  groups,  and  local  authorities, 
have  evolved  and  shaped  initiatives 
such  as  the  European  climate 
change  programme. 
Another  way  for  citizens  to  express 
their views  is  through  their  MEPs  in 
the  European  Parliament  The 
Parliament's  role  in  environmental 
policy  has  grown  greatly  in  recent 
years.  It has the right to 'co-decision' 
with  the  Council  of  Ministers  on 
most  new  laws,  and  on  relevant sec­
tions  of the  budget The  Com mittee 
on  Environment,  Public  Health  and 
Consumer  Policy  is  the  busiest  in 
Parliament 
The  Commission  also  works  closely 
with  environmental  campaigners  ­
especially the  'Green  Group  of Eight' 
major  European  environmental 
organisations. 
Young  people 
Actions  to  reach  EU  citizens  must 
include  young  people.  Europe's  90 
million  children  should  not  be  seen 
just  as  victims  of  today's  environ­
ment The  younger generation  has  a 
natural  concern  about  the  state  of 
the  planet  and  wants  to  be  able  to 
make a difference. 
The  EU  has pledged to listen more to 
what you ng  people  have to say  New 
initiatives  include  an  environmental 
website  for  12-18-year-olds,  and  a 
taskforce  entitled  EYE  (envi ron ment, 
youth  and  education),  to  monitor 
developments  and  help  children  to 
understand the  issues. 
'They  have  a  great  and  untapped 
potential  for  creating  a  better  and 
hea Ith ier  envi ron ment  in  the  futu re,' 
argues  the  European  Commissioner 
for  environment,  Margot  Wallstrbm. 
'By creating a 'child-friendly' environ­
ment we are  helping the  future  cus­
todians  of our  planet  to  build  the 
path to  sustainable development' 
European  Commissioner 
Margot Wal/strom  and 
Natalia Kyrkopoulou. 
We dream and 
then  we do it 
At Green  Week  in 
Brussels  in  May 
2001,  children  of all 
ages  received 
awards for their 
creative work  on  the 
environ ment In  her 
prize-winning  story, 
12-year-old  Natalia 
Kyrkopoulou  from 
Belgium  wrote: 
'1  like to imagine 
how the  world 
would  be today if 
our ancestors  had 
not created  so  many 
environ menta I 
problems.  I dream of 
a beautiful world 
with fresh  air and 
clean  water. Dreams 
are  how we  decide 
what we  wa nt.  We 
dream of something 
and  then  we do  it' 
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Conclusion 

Within  the  next  century  the  world's 
population is expected to increase  by 
50  %,  from  6 100  million  to  9300 
million.  The  populations  of  the  49 
poorest  nations  on  Earth  will  treble. 
Unless  humanity can  find  the  key  to 
sustainable development, the impact 
on  the  natural  world  and  resources 
could  be  devastating. 
EU  action  on  the  environment  aims 
to  enhance  the  quality  of  life  for 
everyone,  by  focusing  on  the  steps 
that  can  be  taken  more  effectively 
through cooperation.  It embraces the 
Further read ing 
principle of inter-generational equity 
that  people  who  live  in  the  future 
have the  right to  enjoy the  same,  or 
a  better,  quality  of environment  as 
we  do.  Our  role  should  be  one  of 
stewardship, safeguarding the capac­
ity  of  the  Earth  we  have  inherited 
and  passing  on  to  our  children  and 
grandchildren  a sustainable environ­
ment in which they and their children 
can  live full  and  healthy lives. 
There  are  challenges  ahead,  but our 
commitment  can  and  will  make  a 
difference. 
More details about the all  the  issues  in  this  booklet,  and  about all  EU  policies and  activities on the  envi­
ronment,  can  be  found  on  the following  websites: 
European  Commission  Directorate-General  for the  Environment: 
www.europa.eu.intlcomm/environmentl 
Eu ropean  Environment Agency: 
org.eea.eu.int 
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